Stanley Strauss: Hi everyone. If you have questions for the presenters during the webinar, please type them into this chat box as they occur to you.

John Mitchell: Could you please note the url for finding your sample pitch?

John Mitchell: Got it... thanks!

carol: Do you have any sense as to which state-wide grants will be repeated next year?

Sharon Garrett: When will the successful proposers be notified?

Jaylene Demapan: Is this funding threatened by recent federal policy changes?

Christian Esquevin: Why aren't digitizing projects eligible?

John Mitchell: Should we assume that proposals targeting multiple elements of the LSTA 5-year plan will receive preferential consideration? Or are single elements focused proposals still strong contenders?

Janet Coles 2: janet.coles@library.ca.gov

Crystal Duran-ICFL: Is there a scoring rubric?

Sharon Garrett: I joined late. May I download the power point?

Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople: The slides for today’s webinar are available here https://infopeople.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=653

Jaylene Demapan: Is an organization who received a pitch-an-idea grant in the past year eligible to receive in the coming year?

Anna Tracy: Thank you!

Janet Coles 2: You are most welcome!

John Mitchell: You said there IS a scoring rubric. Are you willing to share it?

Anna: Thank you!

Lisa Lindsay: Do you have examples of grants that aren't as well-thought out? Like warning flags you see?

Crystal Duran-ICFL: Is there priority for libraries that partner together?

Madeleine Ildefonso: I missed the answer for the question regarding the funding and if it was being threatened by the current political climate...

Madeleine Ildefonso: Very good. thanks

John Mitchell: Thank you!

Crystal Duran-ICFL: Since this is for LSTA 5-yr plan ending in 2017, is there a goal area that hasn't been met enough?